
General Findings
• SARS-CoV-2 testing outreach efforts reached 24 shelters in Fulton County and 

approximately 70% of all PEH in Atlanta [7].
• Overall SARS-CoV-2 prevalence among PEH and staff in Atlanta (1.6%) was low 

compared with reports among PEH in other large, urban settings [4-6]. 
• SARS-CoV-2 prevalence was four times higher among PEH living in shelters 

(2.1%) compared to PEH living unsheltered (0.5%).
• Decreased prevalence seen on repeat testing in four shelters supports the use of 

universal, facility-wide testing for early identification and isolation of positive cases 
as a strategy to interrupt transmission in congregate settings.

• The low SARS-CoV-2 prevalence seen in this study reflects a proactive, universal 
testing approach coupled with low community prevalence and the impact of 
shelter-in-place orders.

Symptom Screening
• The sensitivity of symptom screening for detecting SARS-CoV-2 infection was low 

(14%-24%). While specificity was higher (81%-89%), screening would produce a 
high proportion of false positive results in low prevalence settings.

• Despite the limitations of symptom screening, CDC recommends that homeless 
service providers regularly assess both clients and staff for symptoms using a 
standardized protocol [8].

Shelter Assessments and IPC Measures
• Nine (37.5%) shelters completed a shelter assessment and reported policy changes 

and implementation or strengthening of IPC measures as part of COVID-19 
preparedness and mitigation efforts.

• Shelters should increase physical distancing, mandate the use of face coverings, 
and have plans to isolate people with suspected or confirmed SARS-CoV-2 
infection.

Limitations of Our Study
• These results represent a single point in time early in the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Our findings are not representative of all PEH or homeless shelters in Atlanta, since 

we did not screen or test all PEH or shelters.
• Misclassification of sheltered and unsheltered status might have resulted from 

movement between settings and difficulty of verifying unsheltered status.
• Symptom and medical condition screenings and shelter assessments were only 

conducted at a subset of testing events, so may not be generalizable.
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• PEH living in shelters experienced higher SARS-CoV-2 
prevalence compared with PEH living unsheltered. 

• Facility-wide, proactive testing in congregate settings allowed 
for identification and isolation of COVID-19 cases and is an 
important strategy to interrupt SARS-CoV-2 transmission.

Background
• Risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection may be higher among PEH due to challenges in 

preventing respiratory disease transmission in shelter settings; PEH may also be 
at increased risk for severe COVID-19 due to a high prevalence of untreated, 
chronic medical conditions and obstacles to accessing healthcare [1-3].

• Fulton County, which includes 90% of the city of Atlanta, reported the first 
COVID-19 case on March 2, 2020. A sharp increase in cases was recorded in 
mid-April 2020. Reports of high SARS-CoV-2 infection rates and outbreaks within 
shelters in other metropolitan areas, in parallel with increasing local case-rates, 
led to concerns for widespread transmission in Atlanta shelters [4-6].

Objectives
• To understand SARS-CoV-2 prevalence and prevent transmission among PEH in 

Atlanta, homeless service agencies partnered with local and federal government 
agencies to: 

1) Determine SARS-CoV-2 prevalence among sheltered and unsheltered PEH 
and staff through viral testing;

2) Describe the clinical status of PEH and staff at the time of testing;
3) Evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of symptom screening for COVID-19 

detection; and
4) Review shelter infection prevention and control (IPC) policies.
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Discussion

• Participants included PEH living in shelters, PEH living unsheltered, and staff in 
Atlanta, GA, between April 7 – May 6, 2020.

• Screening interviews, specimen collections, and shelter assessments were 
conducted on-site at shelters and community outreach events serving PEH.

• PEH living in shelters who tested positive were isolated in a separate housing unit 
or transported to an isolation hotel. Staff with positive results isolated at home.

• At shelters with >5 people positive for SARS-CoV-2 on initial testing, clients and 
staff were re-tested 3-4 weeks later.

Data Collection and Analysis
• Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the population tested and the 

proportions with current and recent symptoms, underlying medical conditions, and 
positive SARS-CoV-2. Continuous variables were compared using Student’s t-
test, and categorical variables were compared using the chi-square test.
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ResultsAbstract
Background:
In response to reported COVID-19 outbreaks among people experiencing homelessness (PEH) 
in other U.S. cities, we conducted proactive testing events for PEH living sheltered and 
unsheltered and homelessness service staff in Atlanta, Georgia. We describe SARS-CoV-2 
prevalence, associated symptoms, and review shelter infection prevention and control (IPC) 
policies.

Methods:
PEH and staff were tested for SARS-CoV-2 by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction 
(RT-PCR) during April 7–May 6, 2020. A subset of PEH and staff was screened for symptoms. 
Shelter assessments were conducted concurrently at a convenience sample of shelters using a 
standardized questionnaire.

Results:
Overall, 2,875 individuals at 24 shelters and nine unsheltered outreach events underwent 
SARS-CoV-2 testing, and 2,860 (99.5%) had conclusive test results. SARS-CoV-2 prevalence 
was 2.1% (36/1,684) among PEH living sheltered, 0.5% (3/628) among PEH living unsheltered, 
and 1.3% (7/548) among staff. Reporting fever, cough, or shortness of breath in the last week 
was 24% sensitive and 85% specific for identifying COVID-19 cases compared with RT-PCR. 
Prevalence by shelter ranged 0%–27.6%. Repeat testing 3–4 weeks later at four shelters 
documented decreased SARS-CoV-2 prevalence (0%–3.9%). Nine of 24 shelters completed 
shelter assessments and implemented IPC measures as part of the COVID-19 response.

Conclusions:
PEH living in shelters experienced higher SARS-CoV-2 prevalence compared with PEH living 
unsheltered. Facility-wide testing in congregate settings allowed for identification and isolation 
of COVID-19 cases and is an important strategy to interrupt SARS-CoV-2 transmission.


